THE CONFLICT

The setting for the research is the Columbia River in the Pacific Northwest. The river is fundamental to the lives of American Indians in the region, where salmon are integral to their spiritual and cultural identity.

The river, a symbol of life and replenishment for the tribes, became a symbol of progress for other residents in the 1930s when Franklin D. Roosevelt’s administration harnessed the river with a dam built to fuel jobs and industry, and to bring hydroelectric power to the region. “Your power is turning our darkness to dawn,” is how singer Woody Guthrie described the project in his song, *Roll on Columbia, Roll on*.

According to a local historian, the advent of electricity was “seductive” and served as the promise of “enrichment and ascendancy.” But the dam irrevocably altered the lives of tribal people who lived along the Columbia. And the dams extracted a high price among the native people who lost access and intimacy with the river.

Bonneville Dam, completed in 1938, diminished salmon populations dramatically. Ever since, tribes worked diligently to restore the fisheries.

Fishermen noticed – about a decade ago – more and more sea lions swimming up the river to Bonneville Dam. Sea lions eat the fish that are returning to spawn, and scientists estimated that between two and three percent of the salmon run was consumed annually by sea lions.

Efforts to remove the sea lions have been controversial, and the current project looks at news coverage and public opinion surrounding the issue.

THE REPORT

The report summarizes a two-part study that examined news coverage and public opinion surrounding the conflict over sea lion management at the Columbia River.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study focused on the following research questions:

- Which frames dominated news coverage?
- Which news frames were reflected in residents’ attitudes?
- Which stakeholders were most prominent in news coverage?
- Which stakeholders did residents say had the greatest stake in the issue?
- What types of environmental attitudes are held by local residents?
- Do residents favor lethal or non-lethal removal of sea lions?
- How do residents characterize Native American involvement in the issue?

NEWS COVERAGE SUMMARY

We examined coverage in Alaska, California, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington from January 1, 2003, to June 21, 2010, for news related to sea lions and the Bonneville Dam. The search yielded 161 news stories (and 223 editorials, letters to the editor, and opinions).

Looking at news stories, we found the most prevalent themes (we call them “frames”) centered on blame, laws, successful solutions and failed solutions.

Looking at the four most prominent frames, blame occurred most frequently (31% of all frames), followed by law frames (29%) and successful solutions (24%). Failed solutions accounted for 11% of frames.

Residents listed six factors affecting salmon decline: sea lions, politicians, Bonneville Dam, commercial fishing, the federal government and environmental laws.

Successful solutions and failed solutions typically featured the same issue: the removal of sea lions. In “successful” cases the stories reported that trapping sea lions prevents them from eating salmon. In contrast, some stories noted that trapping or hazing sea lions could be ineffective in removing them, and were characterized as “failed” solutions.

SOURCES

We also examined the types of sources quoted in news stories. Most sources (75%) in the timeframe were officials who represented the federal government and the states of Oregon and Washington.

Advocacy groups such as the US Humane Society, the Sea Lion Defense Brigade and American Rivers were included as sources about 18% of the time, while tribal sources appeared in about 8% of stories.

SURVEY OF RESIDENTS

The second part of the study featured an attitude survey of residents of the Columbia River in December 2010. A random sample of 389 residents (55% women, 45% men) was selected. Average age was 58. Most (90%) considered their ethnicity as white, with the remaining stating their ethnicity as Native American, African, Asian, Latino or other. About 17% graduated from high school, and 80% had some college experience (40% graduated from college). About 11% earned $20,000 or less a year and 25% had an income between $20,000 and $50,000. About 54% had an income of $50,000 or higher.
STAKEHOLDERS

The news study showed that government sources (federal and state) were the most likely to be quoted (followed, with much less frequency, by advocacy sources and tribal sources). Residents, however, most frequently mentioned Native American tribes and commercial fishermen as key sources engaged in the issue: not government sources as noted in news stories. However, spokespeople from the state of Oregon and the state of Washington were mentioned with the next greatest frequency by local residents.

Residents responded that sports fishermen, scientists and the Federal Government had a stake in the issue, although only moderately. The last three stakeholders – the Humane Society, politicians and news reporters – were thought to have less interest in the issue.

WHO’S TO BLAME?

We asked residents their opinions about who is to blame for the decrease in salmon populations.

Residents listed six factors affecting salmon decline: sea lions, politicians, Bonneville Dam, commercial fishing, the federal government and environmental laws. Note that the responses aligned with some aspects of news coverage, which blamed sea lions, dams, fishing and environmental factors. Residents also blamed salmon loss partly on local government, farming, Native American fishermen and Native American governments. To a lesser extent, global warming, the news media, the economy, and birds were blamed for the salmon decrease.

Turning to the question of whether sea lions eating salmon at the dam should be killed, residents were split: 27% agreed strongly, 25% were somewhat in favor or opposed, and 48% strongly opposed.

Residents were also mixed on whether to relocate sea lions: 42% agreed strongly, 30% were somewhat in favor or somewhat opposed, and 28% strongly opposed.

ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES

The study asked residents nine questions that measured environmental attitudes, ranging from views that human relationships with nature should be “balanced” to the idea that humans should “control nature.” Attitudes tended to align with balancing nature or controlling nature.

ARE ATTITUDES ASSOCIATED WITH JUDGMENTS?

We found attitudes about managing sea lions differed dramatically among residents. Those who favored balancing nature were more likely to blame global warming, the economy and Bonneville Dam for salmon depletion. They favored relocating sea lions and were opposed to lethal removal.

In contrast, residents who leaned toward controlling nature blamed the sea lions and were significantly less likely to blame Bonneville Dam, farming or global warming. They favored lethal removal of sea lions.

WHERE DO RESIDENTS GET THEIR NEWS?

Local TV news was used significantly more than any other information source. Other frequently used outlets included national TV news, the internet and local newspapers. Residents occasionally turned to Facebook and radio talk shows, seldom read national newspapers and seldom talked with friends about the issue.

Solution frames highlighted the duel between agencies that claimed measures had been effective in managing the sea lions and special interest groups that claimed the measures had failed.
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we found that news reporters from mainstream press favored official sources when covering the salmon and sea lion issue at the Columbia River. Other organizations – such as the Humane Society – were quoted less often, with Native American sources quoted infrequently. Because the river, fish and wildlife are managed by federal and state agencies in concert with the tribes, it is reasonable that government sources would be quoted often in the press. However, the preponderance of official sources makes for less balanced coverage overall. We noted American Indian spokespeople are referenced infrequently, despite their stake in the Columbia River fisheries.

The conflictual nature of the issue resulted in news story frames that highlighted blame, laws and solutions (both successful and failed solutions). We found that the locus of blame centered on sea lions eating salmon at the Columbia River, while law frames focused on protection of species and the lawsuits over sea lion removal. Solution frames highlighted the duel between agencies that claimed measures had been effective in managing the sea lions and special interest groups that claimed the measures had failed.

In some cases, the news coverage aligned with public opinion about the issue, while in other cases, opinion diverged from coverage. For example, both news and public opinion blamed sea lions as the cause of the conflict. Legal issues – noted in news coverage – were also mentioned by local residents as salient. Residents’ opinions went beyond the news coverage. They blamed politicians, Bonneville Dam, commercial fishing, the federal and local government, farming, Native American fishermen and Native American governments for the salmon decline.

Stakeholder groups most often mentioned in news coverage represented government agencies. Local residents, however, saw the most prominent stakeholders as Native American tribes and commercial fishermen, followed by Oregon and Washington officials. The US Humane Society – which brought legal action against the sea lion removal – was low on the list of stakeholders engaged in the issue, according to the public opinion survey.

Views about sea lion management align along environmental attitudes. Residents who endorsed environmental protection blamed global warming, the economy and Bonneville Dam and were opposed to killing sea lions. In contrast, residents who believed in controlling nature blamed the sea lions and favored lethal removal.

Press coverage does not appear to be a reliable indicator of public opinion of residents who live near the Columbia River.

The studies demonstrate that mainstream news coverage surrounding sea lions at the Columbia River was treated in conflictual ways and that residents who live in proximity of the river – in Oregon and Washington – mirror the coverage in some ways and diverge in others. Residents were likely to agree with the news that sea lions were responsible for salmon depletion and, to a lesser extent, the dam, but residents also blamed politicians, commercial fishing, the federal government and environmental laws, which received scant coverage.

In other words, press coverage does not appear to be a reliable indicator of public opinion of residents who live near the Columbia River. Attitudes about nature and the environment appear to be a promising indicator of attribution of blame concerning salmon depletion and beliefs about sea lion management.
Who is to blame?

**Question**: how much is each group to blame for the decrease in the salmon population at the Columbia River? Range: none (1) to a great deal (10). Mean responses are graphed. Note: sea lion blame was significantly higher than blame of other groups.

Environmental attitudes

All questions are from the New Ecological Paradigm scale (Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978; Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig & Jones, 2000). Range: strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (10). Mean responses are graphed. Note: reverse-coded questions have been adjusted for the scale.

Where do you get your information?

**Question asked**: how often respondents received information & news. Responses were based on the “number of times in the past week” each source was used. Mean responses are graphed. Note: Average use of local TV news was significantly higher than other use.
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